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Chikki recipe video

Step-by-step photos with peanut cheeky recipes - a special sweet winter of crunchy peanut brittleness. Share one more Macar Sankranti Special Suite made from peanuts. Peanut chicie is an easy recipe with two main ingredients, but jaggery syrup should be cooked up to the hard ball stage. This is the most important step and if this is done correctly, you
are not worried. Another step that takes some time is to remove the peanut skins. With peanuts prepared without skins, it is easy to use. Among the Pongal-Lohri, sweets such as Til Radu and Sweet Pongal are made with many delicious dishes. Chikwis is very popular with kids and was specially made and enjoyable during the winter months. If you've
created this recipe, rate it with the recipe card below. If you want to deliver delicious Indian vegetarian recipes straight to your inbox, sign up for our email newsletter. You can also follow me on Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, Pinterest or Twitter for more vegetarian inspiration. Like this recipe? Peanuts and Jagger - now to remember it to remember it now by
Dassana Amit peanut chikki - peanuts and jaggery - a winter special sweet of crunchy peanut brittle made with two main ingredients. Cooked Indian, Maharashtrian heated thick bottom heavy kaday or pan. Add 1 cup peanuts. Stir frequently from low to medium flame until the peanuts are crisp. Bake and crisp until you see black spots on the peanuts. If you
taste a few peanuts and feel raw, they keep baking. Once the peanuts are well baked, remove them in a separate dish or tray. Let it cool. Oil a little gi butter or oil on the back of a tray or plate or marble board. When the peanuts warm up or cool, rub between the palms of your hand. The peel is easily peeled off. Now you can use winnow to get rid of the shell,
or a sieve with a large cloth. Put the peanuts in a sieve and sieve. The shell is easily selected. Peel and set aside. Take 1/2 cup jagger powder packed tightly in the same kaday or pan. You can also use jaggery blocks. If there are impurities, the jaggery setup must be deformed. Heat the carday or pan to a low flame. Start stirring with a spatula or spoon, so
that all the jaggery melts. Stir the mixture frequently. Cook jaggery syrup in low flame with frequent agitation. While the jagger syrup is cooking, keep a bowl of cold water to check the consistency of the syrup. Continue cooking until the mixture reaches the hard ball stage. You need to check the syrup in cold water and break or snap hard, brittle and easy.
When jaggery comes to this consistency, quickly add the peanuts and stir quickly and mix very well. Turn off the flame and quickly pour the chiki mixture into an oiled dish or marble board. Quickly place foil or butter paper or parchment paper on a chiki. Using a rolling pin (belan) roll I can take out a chiki layer. Then remove the paper, then cut it horizontally
and vertically with a knife. Cool at peanut chikisilone. When cool, crush and offer peanut chiki. If not provided, store in an airtight jar at room temperature. The recipe can be doubled. Be careful when cooking jagger syrup. If it's not cooked until the hard ball stage, the cheeky is chewy and clings to your teeth. Don't cook beyond the hard ball stage because
peanut cheekies become too difficult. Calories 434 calories from fat 243*% daily value is based on a 2000 calorie diet. Like our videos? You can then sign up to follow us on YouTube to get the latest recipe video updates. All of our content and photos are copyrighted. Do not copy. If you're a blogger and want to apply this recipe or create a YouTube video,
write a recipe in your own words and provide a clickable link back to the recipe in this URL. How to make a peanut chiki recipe Peanut 1. Heat a heavy cardaly or pan with a thick bottom. Add 1 cup peanuts. 2. From low to medium flame, stir frequently until the peanuts are crisp. 3. Bake and crisp until you see black spots on the peanuts. If you taste a few
peanuts and feel raw, they keep baking. 4. Once the peanuts are well baked, remove them in a separate dish or tray. Let it cool. 5. Grease the tray or plate or marble board with a little grease or oil on the back. 6. When peanuts warm or cool, rub between palms. The peel is easily peeled off. 7. Now you can use winnow to get rid of the shell or use a sieve
with a large cloth. Put the peanuts in a sieve and sieve. The shell is easily selected. Peel and set aside. Make jagger syrup for 8 chiki recipes. Take 1/2 cup jagger powder packed tightly in the same kaday or pan. You can also use jaggery blocks. If there are impurities, the jaggery setup must be deformed. 9. Add 2 tablespoons of water. 10. Heat the gaddy or
heat the pan to a low flame. Start stirring with a spatula or spoon, so that all the jaggery melts. 11. Stir the mixture frequently. 12. Cook jagger syrup in low flame with frequent stirring. 13. While jagger syrup is cooking, keep a bowl of cold water to check the consistency of the syrup. 14. The syrup will bubble a lot in the first place. 15. Continue cooking, stirring
frequently, in low heat. 16. Continue cooking until the mixture begins to thicken. The color of the syrup changes. Also, add a few drops of syrup to the cold water to keep the consistency of the syrup in check. Stir the jagger syrup nonstop. 17. There will come a step where the syrup will look like a molten liquid mass. 18. Make sure the consistency of cold water
is hard, brittle and easy to snap or break. This is a hard ball stage of Jagger syrup. Making Peanut Cheeki 19. Jaggery To this consistency, quickly add all the peanuts. 20. Stir fast and mix very well. 21. Turn off the heat and quickly pour the chiki mixture over an oiled dish or marble plate. 22. Quickly place foil or butter paper or parchment paper on a chiki.
23. Use a rolling pin (belan) roll to even out the chiki layer. 24. Then remove the paper and then cut it horizontally and vertically, with a knife. Cheeki should be rolled and cut when it's still hot. It's hard to roll and cut later. 25. Let the chiki cool. 25. Once cool, crush and offer peanut chiki. If not provided, store in an airtight jar at room temperature. Now add the
peanuts and cardumum to the pan and remove from the flames. Let this mix cool a little. Until then, grease a tray or dish. You can use oil for more flavor or you can use oil to oil. Chiki Recipes | Peanut Cheeki Recipe | Peanut chicie or stynaki chikki with detailed photos and video recipes. One of the famous traditional Indian sweet recipes prepared with brown
or sticky jaggery and roasted peanuts. Generally called chiki grudnut cheeki but can be prepared with sesame seeds, puffed rice and even beaten rice. Chiki Recipes | Peanut Cheeki Recipe | Terrestrial chicie or St. Tana cheeki step-by-step photo and video recipe. Chiki's recipe is very simple and begins with preparing brown jaggery and hot jagger syrup.
As a general problem, jaggery melts on its own when heated, but can be triggered by adding water. It is later mixed with roasted peanuts and transferred to a 6-8 mm thick bar mold. This is my first chikki recipe and it took me a while to post it as a video. To be honest, I planned to share this recipe for a long time, but I couldn't because of Jagger. Basically I
couldn't get the sticky or brown jaggery used in this recipe. Until last month I found this at one of the Indian grocery stores in Sydney. I visited Sydney for my friend daughter naming event and I wanted to take advantage of it to visit the largest Indian grocery shopping centre in Australia. I suppose you may have such a special doubt about this Jagger?
Basically brown jaggery is sticky to help bind peanuts and give a nice glossy glowing look to peanut chikki. It's one of those simple chikki recipes, but I'd like to highlight some important tips for the perfect peanut chikki recipe. First, I sautéed peanuts in kaday before adding them to the jagger syrup. Alternatively, you can buy roasted peanuts or microwave-
roasted peanuts at the store where you purchased them. Secondly, you can enhance the chiki's favor by adding 1 tablespoon of kie butter and a pinch of cardamom while the jaggery is melting. Finally, I used brown jaggery, which gives the cheeky a dark glossy color, but even plain light-colored jaggery is available. Finally I would like to emphasize my This
recipe post of peanut chikkiIndo sweet recipe collection. It contains dried fruit radu, til radu, besan radu, lava radu, gujiya, madea burpi, kazu barpi, milk powder buffy, coconut radu, 7 cup bafi and mohantal recipe. Also visit other recipe collections such as peanut chiki or peanut cheeki video recipes: peanut chiki or peanut cheeki recipe recipe cards: print
recipe pin recipes easy chikki recipes | Peanut Cheeki Recipe | Peanut chicie or synadna chiki first thick bottom pot dry roast 2 cups peanuts in low flame. Alternatively, microwave until the peanuts are well baked. When the peanuts start to separate the skin, turn off the heat and let them cool completely.Peel and stir the large cardaly in aside.in, jaggery.add
2 tablespoons water to jaggery melt. The syrup is glossy and thickened, if you drop the syrup into a bowl of water to check its consistency, you need to form a hard ball and cut it with a snap sound. Simmer for another minute, turn off this fire and turn off the heat. Alternatively, store in an airtight container and serve for a month. To subscribe to our YouTube
channel and keep updated with our latest video recipes on how to make peanut chikki with step photos, click here: First, 2 cups thick bottom pan-dried roast peanuts in low flame. Alternatively, microwave until the peanuts are well baked. Continue stirring so that the peanuts are grilled evenly and not baked. When the peanuts begin to separate the skin, turn
off the flame and allow it to cool completely. Peel and set aside. Take 11/2 cups of jaggery from the big Kaday. Use jaggery in dark colors as the color of the cheeky depends on the jaggery. Add 2 tbsp water and stir until the jaggery melts to keep the heat low. Stir well until the jaggery melts. Alternatively, use sugar to caramelize the sugar without adding
water. Simmer the jagger syrup in a low flame for 5 minutes. Bring to a boil until the syrup is glossy and thickened. Drop the syrup into a bowl of water to make consistency, it should form a hard ball and cut it into snap sounds. Simmer and check for another minute. Turn off the lights and add the roasted peanuts. Make a good jaggery syrup coat and stir well.
Immediately pour the mixture into a greased steel sheet with a tray or gi butter paper-lined gi butter. Quickly the mixture will turn solid and difficult to set up. Spread and pat with the help of a small cup to soften the top. Chilling Finally, allow the peanut cheeks to cool completely or store in an airtight container for a month. Note: First, dry roasted peanuts in low
flame until the skin is separated. In addition, Jaggery use sugar instead. However, the chiki was prepared with a jaggery flavor. It also adds finely chopped dry fruit to increase its nutritional value. Finally, the peanut chiki texture is completely depending on the consistency and color of the jagger syrup. Color.
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